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This document contains the procedure and the test results of the Advanced Microwave Sounding
Unit - A (AMSU-A) Earth Observing System (EOS) Project, assembly part number 1356008-1, serial
number 202, Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and Electromagnetic Susceptibility (EMC) qualification
test. The test was conducted in accordance with the approved EMI/EMC Test Plan/Procedure,
Specification number AE-26151/8B, dated 10 September 1998.
Aerojet intends that the presentation and submittal of this document, prepared in accordance
with the objectives established by the aforementioned Test Plan/Procedure, document number AE-
26151/8B, will satisfy the data requirement with respect to the AMSU-A/EOS instrument operational
compliance of the EMI/EMC test requirement.
Test for the AMSU-A/EOS instrument have been completed and all the requirements per
General Interface Requirement Document (GIRD), GSFC 422-11-12-01, for EOS Common
Spacecraft/Instruments, paragraph 10.11, were met with the exceptions of the test methods CE03,
RE01, and RE02, as described in this document.
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this test report is to described each of the tests performed and to present the backup data
collected to verify that the design objectives and specified requirements were evaluated and achieved.
1.2 Scope
This document describes the EMI/EMC test performed by Aerojet and it is presented in the following
manner: Section 1 contains introductory material and a brief summary of the test results. Section 2
contains more detailed descriptions of the test plan, test procedure, and test results for each type of
EMI/EMC test conducted. Section 3 contains supplementary information that includes test data sheets,
plots, and calculations collected during the qualification testing.
1.3 Summary of test results
1.3.1 Conducted emissions, per test method CE01, 30 Hz to 20 kHz
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirements of CE01. The measured emission were below
the specification limit by more than 20 dB.
1.3.2 Conducted emissions, per test method CE03, 20 kHz to 50 MHz
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument does not meet the conducted emission requirements of the broadband
and narrowband limits. In the narrowband emission test, the noisy bus is exceeded by an average of 25
dB above the limit, throughout the frequency range 49 kHz to 1.8 MHz. The power supply harmonics are
most prominent in the frequencies above 200 kHz. The broadband emission exceed the limit by more
than 20 dB. They are the same narrowband frequencies in a broadband plot. The broadband envelop is




1.3.3 Radiated emissions, per test method RE02, 14 kHz to 18 GHz
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument does not meet the radiated emission requirements of the narrowband
limits. The narrowband limits were exceeded at 6.2, 12, and 40 MHz. These emissions were directly
attributed to the AMSU-A1 instrument. There were some emissions at the frequency range of 250 to 400
kHz that are produced by the STE cables coupling and an FM station frequency at 90.1 MHz. Efforts to
eliminates these emissions were not successful. The broadband emission requirement at the 2.0 to 2.2
GHz frequency range could not be met because of the stringent limit difference between the broadband
and narrowband limit.
1.3.4 Conducted susceptibility, per test method CS01, 30 Hz to 50 kHz
The AMSU-A1]EOS instrument meets the requirements of CS01.
1.3.5 Conducted susceptibility, per test method C802, 50 kHz to 400 MHz
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirement of CS02.
1.3.6 Conducted susceptibility, per test method CS06, transient spike
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirement of CS06.
1.3.7 Radiated emissions, per test method RE01, magnetic field 30 Hz to 50 kHz
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument does not meet the radiated emission requirements at the base of the
motors. Each motor exhibits a magnetic field emission of 85 dBpT at 1.635 kHz. The stepping motor
also produces a magnetic field throughout the frequency range of 30 Hz to 80 Hz. The maximum
emission is 105 dBpT at 80 Hz.
1.3.8 Radiated emission, per test method REO4, magnetic static field, one meter from the wall
of the instrument
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the radiated emissions requirements of RE04.
1.3.9 Radiated susceptibility, per test method RS01, magnetic field 30 Hz to 200 kHz and a 2
gauss magnetic field
The AMSU-A1]EOS instrument meets the requirements of RS01, with no exception.
1.3.10 Radiated susceptibility, per test method RS03, electric field 14 kHz to 18 GHz
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the electric field radiated susceptibility requirements of RS03,
with no exception.
1.4 Tests performed
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument was subjected to the EMI/EMC tests on the power lines, under the
normal, high, and low voltage condition as indicated in Table I.





+29V Quiet Power Bus (A)
CE01/
CE03





Yes No Yes No
+29V Quiet Power Bus Return (A) Yes No No No
+29V Noisy Power Bus (A) Yes No Yes No
+29V Noisy Power Bus Return (A) Yes No No No
+29V Survival Heater Bus (A & B) Yes No A Only No
+29V Survival Heater Bus Return (A & B) Yes No No No
+27V Quiet Power Bus (A) No Yes No No
+27V Quiet Power Bus Return (A) No Yes No No
+27V Noisy Power Bus (A) No Yes No No
+27V Noisy Power Bus Return (A) No Yes No No
+27V Survival Heater Bus (A) No Yes No No
+27V Survival Heater Bus Return (A) No Yes No No
+31V Quiet Power Bus (A) No Yes No No
+31V Quiet Power Bus Return (A) No Yes No No
+31V Noisy Power Bus (A) No Yes No No
+31V Noisy Power Bus Return (A) No Yes No No
+31V Survival Heater Bus (A) No Yes No No
No Yes No No
EOS/AMSU-A Instrument System























The monitors shown in Table II will be observed and their output recorded during the performance of the
susceptibility testing:
Table II Monitors for Susceptibility Test
Susceptibility Line/Item Monitor
Conducted +29V main power, Quiet Bus* Data output all channels
CS01, CS02, and CS06 +29V Noisy Power Bus* Antenna Position
Radiated AMSU-A enclosure Data output all channels
RS01 and RS03
* CS01 & CS02 are to be performed at +27.0V and +31.0V bus. CS06 is performed at +29.0V bus.
1.6 Pass/Fail criteria
The pass/fail criteria for the conducted and radiated emissions test was determined by inspection of the
recorded emissions levels when compared to the specifications limits. All emissions shall be on or below





exceedthe narrowbandor broadbandlimits, the specificemissionshallbeidentifiedandexemptedfrom
thesecriteria.
An STEEMI datacollectionprogramhasbeendevelopedandis includedin thebondedtest softwareof
the STE. Operationof the systemand the EMI data collectionprogramwill be coordinatedwith
operationof theEMI susceptibilitysignalsweeps.
TheEMI datacollectedwill provideabouta five scanperiodat the beginningand end of eachdata
collectionperiod,whichwill allowcomparisonof eachchannel'snormalradiometricresponsewith and
without the interferencepresent.Thedatawill bepresentedin theform of noisedistributionplots for
eachof theradiometricchannelsandasasummaryreportfor all channels.Thesedatashallbereviewed
asfollows:
a. Review the summary data and identify channels with alarm counts greater than ten or
channels that have sigma values that are a factor of two greater than observed in
baseline checks made periodically during the test.
b. Examine the noise distribution plots for channels identified in (a), and look for
disruptions during the period when the EMI signal sweep was made. If an EMI
disruption results in a peak-to-peak increase in channel noise that is less than twice the
normal level, then it is acceptable (pass); if the disruption creates a level shift in the
noise data that is equal to or less than the normal noise level, then it is acceptable (pass).
c. Examine all remaining plots for disruptions and identify and file the data.
d. If any channel fails, additional sweeps will be made over a reduced frequency range and
at reduced amplitudes as necessary to determine the threshold of the susceptibility.
The test will continue to establish an overall assessment of the behavior. On the Test Data Sheets, the
EQUIPMENT LIMIT (EL) column will be checked when the test equipment cannot deliver the required
level. Since the test equipment meets the power requirements of MIL-STD-461 and the AMSU-A
instrument is not susceptible to the output of the signal source, a check on this column indicates the unit
passed the test requirement. A check in the SPECIFICATION LIMIT (SL) column indicates the AMSU-







2.1 Conducted emissions (CE01) test
2.1.1 Purpose of test
This test was conducted to demonstrate that the electromagnetic interference currents in the power lines
do not exceed the limits in Figure 1.
2.1.2 Date test started
The test began on 29 July 1998.
2.1.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 29 July 1998.
2.1.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
1. Connect the current probe to the Quiet Bus A power line listed in Table III
(AE-26151/8B) and as depicted in Figure 4 (also AE-2615118B), between the feedthrough







Verify that the measuring equipment is programmed to measure between 20 Hz and
20 kHz. If necessary, program the signal analyzer for multi-scan and compare the
measurement to the single scan. Capture the highest level possible in each range.
Turn ON the Main Power switch on the STE front power panel and turn ON the Q/Main,
N/Pulse and S/Analog switches.
Adjust the Q and N/S power supplies voltage levels on the STE to +29.0 V.
Using STE commands "[9] SCANNER A1-1 POWER," and "[10] SCANNER A1-2
POWER," turn on the scanner power (the state of the command should change from OFF
to ON).
Enter the STE command "[11] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE." Verify that the
command was received by observing that the state of that command has changed from
NO to YES, and the instrument is scanning in full scan mode.
Allow the instrument to scan for 30 minutes so that all the temperature and power
parameters have stabilized (the instrument must remain in full scan mode during the
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Broadband Conducted Emission Limits on Power Lines
. Make an X-Y plot. All narrowband measured data should be below the limit shown in
Figure 2 (AE-26151/8B). If any emissions exceed or near the limit, scan the frequency
range that exhibits the over-the-limit levels, reduce the frequency span, reduce the






. Connect the current probe to the Quiet Bus RTN A line (terminal 3), indicated in Figure
4 (AE-2615118B), between the feedthrough capacitor and the EOS/AMSU-A.
10. Repeat steps 2 and 8 for the Quiet Bus RTN A line. Record all conducted emissions
generated by the EOS/AMSU-A.
11. Using the STE commands, place the Antenna in the Warm Cal position.
12. Connect the current probe to the Noisy Bus A power line (terminal 5) indicated in Figure
4 (AE-26151/8B), between the feedthrough capacitor and the EOS/AMSU-A.
13. Repeat steps 2 and 8 for the Noisy Bus A line. Record all conducted emissions generated
by the EOS/AMSU-A.
14. Connect the current probe to the Noisy Bus RTN A power line (terminal 7), indicated in
Figure 4 (AE-26151/8B), between the feedthrough capacitor and the EOS/AMSU-A.
15. Repeat steps 2 and 8 for the Noisy Bus RTN A line. Record all conducted emissions
generated by the EOS/AMSU-A.
16. Connect the current probe to the Survival Bus A power line (terminal 9), indicated in
Figure 4 (AE-26151/8B), between the feedthrough capacitor and the EOS/AMSU-A.
17. Repeat steps 2 and 8 for the Survival Bus A line. Record all conducted emissions
generated by the EOS/AMSU-A.
18. Connect the current probe to the Survival Bus RTN A power line (terminal 10), indicated
in Figure 4 (AE-26151/8B), between the feedthrough capacitor and the EOS/AMSU-A.
19. Repeat steps 2 and 8 for the Survival Bus RTN A line. Record all conducted emissions
generated by the EOS/AMSU-A.
20. With the instrument powered OFF, move the test leads and jumpers from terminals 9
and 10 to terminals 22 and 23 on the Breakout Box, for the Survival Bus power
redundancy, listed in Table III (AE-26151/8B). Place the "A/B" switch on the STE front
panel to the "B" position.
21. Repeat steps 16 through 19 for the Survival Bus B redundancy of the instrument.
22. Command the instrument scanner OFF and turn off the Main Power switch on the STE,
as described in paragraph 3.4.6.4.2, steps 1 and 2 (AE-26151/8B).
2.1.5 Test comment
This test was conducted in accordance with the above test plan, with no exceptions.
2.1.6 Test results
The emissions on the Quiet Bus are 23 dB below the limit. The Noisy Bus exhibit emissions 21 dB below
the limit. The Survival Heaters were 23 dB below the limit. The AMSU-A1 meets the requirement




2.2 Conducted emissions (CE03) test
2.2.1 Purpose of test
This test was conducted to demonstrate that the electromagnetic interference currents in the power lines
do not exceed the limits in Figures 1 and 2.
2.2.2 Date test started
The test began on 30 July 1998.
2.2.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 30 July 1998.
2.2.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
1. Place the current probe (91550-1) on one of the power lines listed in Table III
(AE-26151/8B).
2. Verify that the measuring equipment is programmed to measure between 20 kHz and 50
MHz.
3. Using the spectrum analyzer system (HP 8566B), automatically scan all narrowband
data from 20 kHz to 50 MHz. Plot the CRT presentation.
4. All measured data should be below the limit shown in Figure 2 (AE-2615118B). If any
emissions are observed to exceed or near the limit line, reduce the measuring bandwidth
to 500 Hz, 5 kHz, or 50 kHz, and command the computer to print the measured level of
the signal.
5. Request the computer for all broadband data from 20 kHz to 50 MHz. Plot the CRT
presentation.
6. All broadband measured data should be below the limit shown in Figure 3
(AE-26151]8B). If any emissions are observed to exceed the limit, determine if the signal
is broadband, as indicated in MIL-STD-462.
7. If signals are broadband emissions, command the computer to print out the measured
levels.
8. Repeat steps i through 7 for all the power lines listed in Table III (AE-26151/8B).
9. If any narrowband or broadband signals exceed the hmits, perform an ambient test and
determine the source of the emanation.
10. Affix all plots, photos, calculations, and related information to TDS 2.
2.2.5 Test results
The Quiet Bus exhibited emissions above the limit throughout the frequency range of 47 kHz to 835 kHz.




product of pulsed CW and have the same frequencies as seen on the NB plot. The Noisy Bus is the
contributor of all the noise exhibited in all the power lines with exception of the power supply switching
harmonics, i.e., 104 kHz. The emissions cover a frequency range from 20 kHz to 2.15 MHz. The
narrowband measured level exceed the limit by a maximum of 24 dB. The Survival Heater Bus A and B
were measured and there was little difference between them. The emissions exceed the limit by a
maximum of 17 dB. The frequency spectrum covers the frequency range of 54 kHz to 835 kHz. See Test
Data Sheet 2 plots 10 through 25. The Quiet Bus was measured with the motor in the Warm Calibration
position. The only frequencies that are out of spec are the harmonics of the switching frequency. They
are presented in plots 26 through 29.
2.3 Radiated emissions (RE01) test
2.3.1 Purpose of test
The test was conducted to demonstrate that the radiated magnetic fields from the test sample and
associated cables do not exceed the limit in Figure 3.
2.3.2 Date test started
The test began on 28 July 1998.
2.3.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 28 July 1998.
2.3.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
.
Connect the Stoddart 902111-2 loop antenna to the input port of the HP 7080A spectrum
analyzer or HP 3562 signal analyzer.
. Adjust the spectrum analyzer sequentially to the frequency range and bandwidth
specified below:
A. 30 Hz to 200 Hz -- 10 Hz Bandwidth
B. 200 Hz to 20 kHz - 100 Hz Bandwidth
C. 20 kHz to 50 kHz - 1 kHz Bandwidth
3. Locate the area of maximum interference and take data.
4. All measured data shall be below the limits shown in Figure 16 (AE-26151/8B).
5. Plot the CRT presentation, with limit.
6. Affix all plots, photos, calculations, and related information to TDS 8 (AE-26151/8B).
2.3.5 Test comment
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Figure 3 Limits RE01
2.3.6 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument does not meet the requirements of the test method RE01. The
narrowband emissions exceed limits throughout the frequency range of 30 Hz to 2.8 kHz. The center of
each motor, 7 cm away, exhibit emissions that exceed the limit. The frequency range of 30 to 80 Hz are
related to the motor steps. The emissions are 45 dB above the limit, i.e., 105 dBpT. The motor also
exhibits a strong narrowband frequency at 1.635 kHz that exceeds the limit by 25 dB, i.e., 85 dBpT. No
emissions were detected from 20 to 50 kHz. No emissions were detected in any other position of the
probe throughout the instrument. See Test Data Sheet 8, Plots 150 and 152.
2.4 Radiated emissions (RE04) test
2.4.1 Purpose of test
This test was conducted to demonstrate that the radiated magnetic fields from the test sample and
associated cables do not exceed the limit of one milligauss at a distance of our meter from the lateral wall
of the instrument in all directions.
2.4.2 Date test started
The test began on 31 July 1998.
2.4.3 Date test completion






The test procedure specified that the test be conducted in the following steps:
. Move the EOS/AMSU-A instrument, on the plastic _re, toward the probe to a distance
of one meter from the wall of the instrument to the point of the probe.
2. Manually rotate the instrument.
.
With the unit deactivated, measure the magnetic field emissions of the EOS/AMSU-A
instrument. Collect test data of the magnetic field intensity by rotating the equipment
clockwise and taking measurements at intervals of not less than every 30 degrees.
Record the results and note the level and location on TDS 9 (AE-26151/8B).
. Perform paragraph 3.4.8.4 (AE-26151/8B) steps 2 to 5. Allow the instrument to scan for a
30 minute warm up.
. At the point of maximum detection, repeat measurements with the instrument in the
primary operating mode. Note difference in level. If levels exceed previous
measurement levels, repeat step 2 with the unit activated.
.
Review recorded data. If measurement are below the 1 miUigauss level at one meter
from the instrument in all directions, the test is completed. If measurements exceed the
limit, measure the ambient level and proceed to step 7 or step 8.
.
In the event that the ambient level does not meet the requirement and the ambient
cannot be reduced further because of the facility or area limitations, a minimum of three
correlatable measurements shall be made in the axis of maximum field intensity but at a
shorter distance than one meter. The measured levels shall be able to provide an
approximate field intensity. Ambient magnetic field shall be recorded and shall be part
of the test data package.
.
In the event that the measured level exceeds the required level, the measurements shall
be made to determine the location of the center of the magnetic dipole moment producing
the out-of-limit condition. A minimum of three correlatable measurements along an axis
are required to plot the magnetic field.
.
Record all measured data, indicating level and position of the probe. Note opposing
magnetic dipole moments, shield leakage, and all other pertinent data.
10. Repeat measurement within ten inches above and below the mid-height probe placement
of 3.4.11.3.1 (3) (ofAE-26151/8B).
2.4.5 Test comment
This test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with no exceptions.
2.4.6 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirement without exception. The instrument was
measured with the unit power "OFF" and in the "FULL SCAN" mode. Under both conditions, the
instrument magnetic field level, at three heights, do not exhibit emissions above 0.61 miUigauss one





2.5 Radiated emissions (RE02) test
2.5.1 Purpose of test
This test was conducted to demonstrate that the radiated electric fields from the test sample and
associated cables do not exceed the limits in Figures 4 and 5.
2.5.2 Date test started
The test began on 27 July 1998.
2.5.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 28 July 1998.
2.5.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
1. Connect the antenna to the proper receiver/amplifier port. Verify that the EOS/AMSU-A
interface cables used for monitoring are shielded.
2. Allow the EMC test equipment to warm up for a minimum of 10 minutes.
3. Program the spectrum analyzer system (HP 8566B) to automatically scan and plot all
narrowband data from 14 kHz to 1 GHz, switching the appropriate antenna/amplifier
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Figure 5 Radiated Broadband Limits for Electric-Field Emissions
(Produced by Instrument)
All data shall be below the limits shown in Figure 5 (AE-26151/8B). If any emissions are
observed to exceed the limit line, command the computer to print the measured levels.
Request of the computer all broadband data from 14 kHz to 1 GHz. Plot the CRT
presentation with limits.
All data shall be below the limits shown on Figure 6 (AE-2615118B). If any emissions are
observed to exceed the limit line, command the computer to print the measured levels.
If any signals, narrowband or broadband, exceed the limits, perform an ambient test and
determine the source of the emanations. Reduce or eliminate the source, if external to
the EOS/AMSU-A instrument, and repeat the test.
Set up the horn antenna (RGA-180) one meter from the point of maximum radiation.
Self-calibrate the signal analyzer (HP 71210C).
Sweep throughout the frequency range of 1 to 18 GHz in a minimum of three ranges,
recording the observed narrowband emission levels. Plot emissions detected throughout
each frequency range.
All data shall be below the limits shown on Figure 5 (AE-26151/8B); if not, perform
step 7.
Affix all plots, photos, calculations, and related information to TDS 3 (AE-26151/8B).
After disconnecting the horn antenna, set the signal analyzer (HP 71210C) to one of the











Activate the series preamplifier (HP 70620) and reduce the test equipment bandwidth to
10 kHz or less.
Program the signal analyzer (HP 71210C) for noise averaging to a minimum of eight
times. Verify that the sensitivity noise level is below the required level.
Connect the antenna to the signal analyzer amplifier input.
The measurement should be within the ambient level, and no narrowband frequencies
should be detected at the specified frequency above the sensitivity level specified in 3.4.5
(AE-26151/8B). Plot the screen presentation.
Repeat steps 13 through 17 while performing a measurement on the remaining
frequencies.
Record the information regarding the test on TDS 3 (AE-26151/8B) and attach all plots,
photos, calculations, and other related information.
2.5.5 Test comment
This test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with no exceptions.
2.5.6 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument exceeds the limit at 1, 12, 17, and 40 MHz. These frequencies are
related directly to the instrument. They exceed the limit by a maximum of 2 dB above the limit. There
are several ambient emissions that were recorded and are attributed to the STE and an FM radio
station. Efforts were made to reduce the ambient emissions but the physical location of the STE cables
and the measuring cables were affected with the frequencies from 220 to 280 kHz. A special test was
conducted with the motor in the "Warm Calibration" mode, i.e., not switching, and the emissions are not
that different. Broadband emissions were below the limit except at 2 to 2.2 GHz. The electric field
radiated emissions from 1 to 18 GHz exhibited no detectable emissions. The frequency band between 2.0
to 2.2 GHz, broadband limit is too stringent and could not be measured at 18 dB_V/m/MHz. This is an
instrumentation problem that could not be resolved. All the special frequencies were within the
specification sensitivity requirements. See Test Data Sheet 3, plots 100 through 143.
2.6 Conducted susceptibility (CS01) test
2.6.1 Purpose of test
This test was conducted to demonstrate that the test sample is not susceptible to the transformer-
coupled audio frequency conducted interference levels on the input power leads, to the levels indicated in
Figure 6.
2.6.2 Date test started
The test began on 17 July 1998. A partial re-test began on 31 July 1998.
2.6.3 Date test completion






The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
. Apply power to all the test equipment and set the power amplifier to ON, and the
"RightYMono Gain" knob to min. (counterclockwise).
. Set the function generator to sweep from 30 Hz to 50 kHz using the following discrete
frequency ranges with a sweep rate of 90 seconds per range:
A. 30 Hz to 1500 Hz
B. 1.5 kHz to 10 kHz
C. 10 kHz to 50 kHz.
3. Set the SCAN mode to SINGLE SWEEP.
Quiet Bus 'A'/Bus RTN 'A' Test
1. Connect the transformer secondary winding to the Breakout Box terminals as indicated
in Table V of Figure 9 (AE-26151/8B)
. Set the function generator amplitude to 500 mV p-p. Adjust the amplifier's amplitude
using the "Right/Mono Gain" knob to obtain 500 mV on the scope.
3. Disable the function generator by pressing the signal "Rear only" button.
. Using STE commands "[9] SCANNER AI-1 POWER," and "[10] SCANNER A1-2
POWER," turn on the scanner power (the state of the command should change from OFF
to ON).
.
Enter the STE command "[11] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE." Verify that the
command was received by observing that the state of that command has changed from
NO to YES, and the instrument is scanning in full scan mode.
.
.
Allow the instrument to scan for 30 minutes so that all the temperature and power
parameters have stabilized (the instrument must remain in full scan mode during the
Quiet Bus 'A' and Quiet Bus RTN 'A' test).
After the instrument has stabilized for 30 minutes, enable the function generator and
perform the EMI test sequence by selecting command "[7] SPECIAL CYCLE
CALIBRATION" from the STE main screen.
.
From the test initialization menu, select "[13] SCANS TO ACQUIRE." Enter the number
of scans (24 for 90 sec. Sweep time).
.
Select "[16] START DATA ACQUISITION."
1500 Hz range) on the function generator.
maintain the 500 mV p-p.
Begin the test sweep (for the 30 Hz to
Manipulate the amplifier's amplitude to
10. At the end of the sweep and 24 scans, the screen will change to the A1 DELTA T and
CALIBRATION ACCURACY menu. From that screen, press "[1] RETURN." The display
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11. The STE will return to the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZTION menu. Enter 15 and press
the return key, two times. The STE will return to the AMSU-A1 CALIBRATION
PROCESS SELECTION menu.
12. Select "[12] PRINT DISTRIBUTION" to obtain the data plot.
13. Select "[1] RETURN" to return to the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu.




Repeat steps I to 3 and step 14 for Quiet Bus RTN 'A'.
Record the completion of scanning of each function generator's frequency sweep range on
TDS 4 (AE-2615118B).
17. If any failure occurs, record each frequency at which a failure occurs, and annotate the
level of the threshold for the failure.
Noisy Bus 'A'/Bus RTN 'A' Test
1. Turn off the scanner power by entering the STE commands "[9] SCANNER AI-1
POWER," and "[10] SCANNER A1-2 POWER." The state of the command should change
from ON to OFF.
2. Turn OFF the Main Power switch on the STE front panel.
.
.
Configure the Breakout Box for the Noisy Bus 'A' test in accordance with Table V of
Figure 9 (AE-26151/8B).
Turn the STE Main Switch to ON (Q/Main and N/Pulse and S/Analog switches must be








Turn on the scanner power and place the instrument in Warm Cal position by entering
the STE command _[12] WARM CAL." Verify that the command was received by
observing that the state of that command has changed from NO to YES.
Set the function generator amplitude to 800 mV p-p, and adjust the power amplifier gain
level to obtain 7 V p-p on the scope. Place the METER RANGE knob on the amplifier to
the _ATTS" position.
Begin the test sweep on the function generator for the frequency ranges specified in
TDS 4 (AE-26151/8B).
8. Enter the STE command _[10] SCIENCE DATA," and enter the STE command _[13]
REFLECTOR POSITIONS".
9. Monitor the reflector position data counts while sweeping through the frequency
specified in TDS 4 (AE-26151/8B). Use STE commands _[21] UP" and _[22] DOWN" to
manipulate through the reflector position numbers during the test sweep.
10. Obtain a printout using STE command "[2] SCREEN ONLY _ for each channel
radiometric data at the completion of the test sweep.
11. Repeat steps 7 through 10 for each frequency range specified in TDS 4 (AE-26151/8B).
12. Turn offthe power amplifier by placing the SPEAKER knob in the OFF position. Disable
the function generator.
13. Set the N/S supply on the STE to +31.0 V. Turn on the power amplifier by placing the
SPEAKER knob to the ON position. Enable the function generator.
14. Perform steps 7 to 11.
15. Perform steps 1 and 2. Configure the Breakout Box for Noisy Bus RTN 'A' test, in
accordance with Table V of Figure 9 (AE-26151/8B).
16. Perform steps 4 to 14.
17. Record the completion of scanning of each function generator's frequency sweep range on
TDS 4 (AE-26151/8B).
18. If any failure occurs, record each frequency at which a failure occurs, and annotate the
level of the threshold for the failure.
Survival Bus 'A'/Bus RTN 'A' Test
1. Turn off the scanner power by entering the STE commands _[9] SCANNER AI-1
POWER," and _[10] SCANNER A1-2 POWER." The state of the command should change
from ON to OFF.
2. Turn OFF the Main Power switch on the STE front panel.
3. Configure the Breakout Box for the Survival Bus 'A' test in accordance with Table V of
Figure 9 (AE-26151/8B).





. Turn on the scanner power and place the instrument in Warm Cal position by entering
the STE Command "[12] WARM CAL." Verify that the command was received by
observing that the state of that command has changed from NO to YES.
.
.
Adjust the function generator amplitude and the amplifier gain level to obtain 3 V p-p on
the scope.
Begin the test sweep on the function generator for the frequency ranges specified in
TDS 4 (AE-26151/8B).
. Monitor the N/S supply current on the STE. Verify that the current does not reach
minimum of 0.5 ampere during the test sweep.
.
10.
Manipulate the amplifier gain control to maintain the 3 V p-p on the scope.
Repeat steps 7 to 9 for each frequency range specified in TDS 4, and the Bus Voltage
levels of Table III (AE-26151/8B).
11.
12.
Turn off the power amplifier by placing the SPEAKER knob in the OFF position. Disable
the function generator.
Set the N/S supply on the STE to +31.0 V. Turn on the power amplifier by placing the
SPEAKER knob to the ON position. Enable the function generator.
13.
14.
Perform steps 7 to 10.
Perform steps 1 and 2. Configure the Breakout Box for the Survival Bus RTN 'A' test, in
accordance with Table V of Figure 9 (AE-2615118B).
15.
16.
Perform steps 4 to 13.
Record the completion of each function generator's frequency sweep range on TDS 4 (AE-
2615118B).
17. If any failure occurs, record each frequency at which a failure occurs, and annotate the
level of the threshold for the failure.
2.6.5 Test comment
This test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with no exceptions.
2.6.6 Test results
The instrument meets the requirements of this Test Method. The test was performed at the high and
minimum input power levels without any indication of susceptibility. The Quiet Bus high side and
return were additionally tested after the channel 15 failure indicated in the following paragraph. The





2.7 Conducted Susceptibility (C802) test
2.7.1 Purpose of test
The test was conducted to demonstrate that the test sample is not susceptible to the capacitor-injected
radio frequency conducted interference levels on the input power leads, per Figure 6.
2.7.2 Date test started
The test began on 18 July 1998. A partial re-test began on 31 July 1998.
2.7.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 20 July 1998. The partial re-test was completed on 31 July 1998.
2.7.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
. With the sensor in primary operating mode, apply power to all the test equipment except
the power amplifier. Ensure that there is no connection between the Hi pass filter (HPF)
and the Breakout Box.
. Set the function generator to sweep from 50 kHz to 400 MHz, using the frequency ranges,
the sweep time, and equipment changes as indicated in Table VI (AE-26151/8B).
3. Apply power to the power amplifier.
Quiet Bus 'A'/Bus RTN 'A' Test.
.
Connect the HPF (line) to the scope channel 1. Adjust the amplitude level on the
function generator being used in Table VI (AE-2615U8B) so that a 3.0 V p-p (for
frequency range of 1 MHz - 400 MHz only) AC signal is measured.
. Remove the test cable from the scope and HPF (line) and connect to the spectrum
analyzer and HPF (det).
.
.
Turn on the Display Line (DL) and enable the marker mode on the spectrum analyzer.
Adjust the DL to obtain a -21.0 dBm reference line. The measured signal (unloaded) on
the spectrum analyzer should be above the DL with the attenuator set to 0 dB.
Disable the function generator by pressing the signal "Rear only" button (RF ON/OFF on
83630B). Connect a test lead from the HPF (line) to terminal 1 (Quiet Bus 'A') on the
Breakout Box. Enable the function generator.
.
Set the attenuator to attain -15 dB gain and readjust the amplitude level on the function
generator being used so that the signal level is maintained above the DL of the spectrum
analyzer.






. Using STE commands "[9] SCANNER AI-1 POWER," and "[10] SCANNER A1-2
POWER," turn on the scanner power (the state of the command should change from OFF
to ON).
.
Enter the STE command "[11] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE." Verify that the
command was received by observing that the state of the command has changed from NO
to YES, and the instrument is scanning in full scan mode.
o Allow the instrument to scan for 30 minutes so that all the temperature and power
parameters have stabilized (the instrument must remain in full scan mode during the
Quiet Bus 'A' and Quiet Bus RTN 'A' test).
10. After the instrument has stabilized for 30 minutes, perform the EMI test by selecting
command "[7] SPECIAL CYCLE CALIBRATION" from the STE main screen.
11. From the TEST INITIALIZATION menu, select "[13] SCANS TO ACQUIRE." Enter the
number of scans (24 for 90 sec. sweep time or 16 for 60 sec. sweep time).
12. Select "[16] START DATA ACQUISITION." At the end of the 24 (16) scans the screen
will change to the A1 DELTA T and CALIBRATION ACCURACY menu. From that
screen, press "[1] RETURN." The display will prompt "Do you wish to save data on disk
(Y/N)?" Enter N for No.
13. The STE program will return to the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu. Enter 15
and press the RETURN key, two times. The STE will return to the AMSU-A1
CALIBRATION PROCESS SELECTION menu.
14. Select "[12] PRINT DISTRIBUTION" to obtain the data plot.
15. Select "[1] RETURN" to return the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu.
16. Repeat steps 12 to 15 for each frequency range specified in Table VI and Bus Voltage
levels of Table III (AE-26151/8B). Obtain a printout of the monitored system output
data.
17. Repeat steps 1 through 16 for the Quiet Bus RTN A using terminal 3 on the Breakout
Box, and for the Bus Voltage levels indicated in Table III (AE-2615118B).
18. Repeat steps 1 through 17 for the 50 kHz to 1 MHz frequency range at 0.5 V p-p
amplitude level on the function generator.
19. If any failure occurs, record each frequency at which a failure occurs and annotate the
threshold level of the failure.
20. Record the completion of scanning of each band on TDS 5 (AE-26151/8B).
Noisy Bus 'A'/Bus RTN 'A' Test (50 kHz - 400 MHz)
.
Connect the HPF (line) to the scope channel 1. Adjust the amplitude level on the
function generator being used (see Table VI of AE-26151/8B) so that a 3.0 V p-p
(unloaded) Ac signal is measured (700 mV p-p amplitude on function generator).





o Remove the test load from the scope and connect to the spectrum analyzer "RF Inputs."
Turn on the Display Line (DL) and enable the marker mode on the spectrum analyzer.
Verify that the peak signal is approximately -42.0 dBm. Adjust the DL to be at the peak
signal.
. Set the attenuator to 50 dB. The measured signal on the spectrum analyzer (unloaded)
should be at or above the DL (-42.0 dBm).
. Disable the function generator by pressing the signal "Rear only" button (RF ON/OFF on
83630B). Connect the test lead from the HPF (line) to terminal 5 (Noisy Bus 'A') on the
Breakout Box. Enable the function generator.
. Place the instrument in Warm Cal position by selecting STE command "[12] WARM
CAL." Enter the STE command "[10] SCIENCE DATA," and enter the STE command
"[10] CHANNEL NN-ALL BEAM POSITIONS."
°
Enter the first available channel number. Monitor the radiometric data for all channels
while sweeping through the frequency specified in TDS 5 (AE-26151/8B). Use STE
command "[21] UP" and "[22] DOWN" to monitor all channels during the test sweep.
. Manipulate the attenuator to maintain a signal level at or above the DL during the test
sweep.
. Obtain a printout using STE command "[12] SCREEN ONLY" for each channel
radiometric data at the completion of the test sweep.
10. Repeat steps 6 through 9 for each frequency range specified in Table VI (AE-26151/8B)
and Bus Voltage levels of Table III.
11. Repeat steps 1 through 10 for the Noisy Bus RTN 'A' using terminal 7 on the Breakout
Box, and for the Bus Voltage levels as indicated in Table III.
12. If any failure occurs, record each frequency at which a failure occurs and annotate the
threshold level of the failure.
13. Record the completion of scanning of each band on TDS 5 (AE-26151/8B).
Survival Bus 'A'/Bus RTN 'A' Test (50 kHz - 400 MHz).
.
Connect the HPF (line) to the scope channel 1. Adjust the amplitude level on the
function generator being used (see Table VI of AE-2615118B) so that a 3.0 V p-p
(unloaded) AC signal is measured (700 mV p-p amplitude on function generator).
2. Remove the test load from the HPF (line) and connect it to the (DET) on the HPF.
o Remove the test load from the scope and connect to the spectrum analyzer "RF Input."
Turn on the Display Line (DL) and enable the marker mode on the spectrum analyzer.
Verify that the peak signal is approximately -42.0 dBm. Adjust the DL to be at the peak
signal.
. Set the attenuator to 50 dB. The measured signal on the spectrum analyzer (unloaded)





5. Placetheinstrumentin WarmCalpositionby enteringthe STEcommand"[12] WARM
CAL." Verify that the command was received by observing that the state of the command
has changed from NO to YES.
6. Disable the function generator by pressing the signal "Rear only" button (RF ON/OFF on
83630B). Connect the test leads from the HPF (line) to terminal 9 (Survival Bus 'A' on
the Breakout Box). Enable the function generator.
7. Turn on the S/Analog switch on the STE front panel. Monitor the N/S supply current on
the STE. Verify that the current does not reach a minimum of 0.5 Amp during the test
sweep.
8. Manipulate the attenuator to maintain a signal level at or above the DL (-42.0 dBm)
during the test sweep.
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for each frequency range specified in Table VI (AE-26151/8B) and
Bus Voltage levels of Table III (AE-26151/8B).
10. Repeat steps 6 through 9 for the Survival Bus RTN 'A' using terminal 10 on the Breakout
Box, and for the Bus Voltage levels indicated in Table III (AE-26151/8B).
11. If any failure occurs, record each frequency at which a failure occurs and annotate the
threshold level of the failure.
12. Record the completion of scanning of each band on TDS 5 (AE-26151/8B).
2.7.5 Test comment
This test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with no exception.
2.7.6 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirements of Test Method CS02, as indicated in this report.
During the performance of the CS02 on the Quiet Bus, channel 15 failed. The indication of the anomaly
was loss of gain. The failure was attributed to a high transient spike. The source of the transient could
not be ascertained. The proper conduct of the test method does not produce such transients. After the
repairs of the instrument the test on the Quiet Bus was repeated from 30 Hz to 400 MHz (the CS01 test
method was repeated to cover the entire frequency range) without any indication of susceptibility. See
Test Data Sheet 5.
2.8 Conduct Susceptibility (CS06) test
2.8.1 Purpose of test
This test was conducted to demonstrate that the test sample is not susceptible to transient spike
conducted interference on the input power leads, as shown in Figure 7.
2.8.2 Date test started
1 August 1998.
2.8.3 Date test completion









Note: The test sample shall be subjected to
the spike(s) wlth the waveform shown









Figure 7 CS06 Transient Waveform
2.8.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
. Connect the test leads from the scope and the spike generator to the Quiet Bus terminals
indicated in Figure 12 (AE-26151/8B).
.
Turn ON the Main Power switch on the STE front power panel and turn ON the Q/Main,
N/Pulse and S/Analog switches.
3. Adjust the Q and N/S power supplies voltage levels on the STE to +29.0 V.
. Using STE commands "[9] SCANNER AI-1 POWER," and "[10] SCANNER A1-2
POWER," turn on the scanner power (the state of the command should change from OFF
to ON).
.
Enter the STE command "[11] ANTENNA FULL SCAN MODE." Verify that the
command was received by observing that the state of that command has changed from
NO to YES, and the instrument is scanning in full scan mode.
.
Allow the instrument to scan for 30 minutes so that all the temperature and power
parameters have stabilized (the instrument must remain in full scan mode during the
Quiet Bus 'A' and Quiet Bus RTN 'A' test).
.
After the instrument has stabilized for 30 minutes, perform the EMI test by selecting
command "[7] SPECIAL CYCLE CALIBRATION" from the STE main screen.
.
From the TEST INITIALIZATION menu, select "[13] SCANS TO ACQUIRE." Enter the
number of scans (58 for 5 sec/meter).
.
Select "[16] START DATA ACQUISITION." Apply the spike at a 10 peaks per second





















At the end of the 58 scans the screen will change to the A1 DELTA T and
CALIBRATION ACCURACY menu. From that screen, press "[1] RETURN." The display
will prompt "Do you wish to save data on disk (Y/N)?" Enter N for No.
The STE program will return to the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu. Enter
"[15] SELECT CAL PROCESSING" and press the RETURN key. The STE will return to
the AMSU-A1 CALIBRATION PROCESS SELECTION menu.
Select "[12] PRINT DISTRIBUTION" to obtain the data plot.
Select "[1] RETURN" to return the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu.
If any failures are recorded, annotate the threshold level of the failure.
Reverse the spike polarity and repeat steps 9 to 14.
With the instrument powered OFF, remove the test leads from the Quiet Bus terminals
and connect to the Noisy Bus terminals (5 and 7) as shown in Figure 12 (AE-26151/8B).
Turn ON the scanner power and place the antenna in Warm Cal position.
Enter the STE command "[10] SCIENCE DATA," and enter the STE command "[13]
REFLECTOR POSITIONS."
Monitor the reflector position data counts while applying the voltage spike per step 9.
Use STE command "[21] UP" and "[22] DOWN" to manipulate through the reflector
positions during the voltage spike test.
Repeat step 9.
Obtain a printout using STE command "[12] SCREEN ONLY" for each channel
radiometric data at the completion of the spike test.
Reverse the spike polarity and repeat steps 19 to 21.
If any failures are recorded, annotate the threshold level of the failure.
With the instrument powered off, remove the test leads from the Noisy Bus terminals
and connect across the Survival Bus terminals (9 and 10).
Turn ON the scanner power and place the antenna in Warm Cal position=
Turn on the S/Analog switch on the STE front panel. Monitor the N/S supply current on
the STE. Verify that the current does not reach a minimum of 0.5 Amp during the test
sweep.
If any failures are recorded, annotate the threshold level of the failure.
Remove the spike polarity and repeat steps 26 and 27.
Record the completion of each test on TDS 6 (AE-26151/8B). If failures occur, record the






This test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with no exceptions.
2.8.6 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirement of test method CS06 without any exception. No
malfunction or reduction of performance was noted during the entire conduct of this test. See Test Data
Sheet 6 (AE-26151/8B).
2.9 Radiated Susceptibility (RS01) test
2.9.1 Purpose of test
This test was performed to demonstrate that the test sample case and associated cables are not
susceptible to the AC and DC magnetic fields shown in Figure 8 and Tables III and IV, respectively.
2.9.2 Date test started
The test began on 28 July 1988.
2.9.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 30 July 1998.
2.9.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
1. Power all the test equipment and set the power amplifier to standby.
2. Set the function generator to sweep from 30 Hz to 200 kHz using the frequency ranges
below and a sweep rate of 90 seconds per range.
a. 30 to 200 Hz
b. 360 to 2000 Hz
c. 2 to 20 kHz
d. 20 to 200 kHz
3. Set the SCAN mode to SINGLE SWEEP and turn on the power amplifier.
4. Monitor the output signal with the digital voltmeter or the spectrum analyzer and adjust
the output level to the required voltage equivalent to the limit shown in Figure 8.
5. Move the loop antenna along the wall of the instrument, cables, and connectors. Repeat
the frequency range sweep, as required. Monitor the STE for indication of susceptibility.
6. Using the EMI test menu on the STE, monitor the test sample for errors as described in















Figure 8 RS01 Magnetic Field Limit
P_di_ed Susceptlblllty







Magnetic Field Applied Distance
Distance (Inches) Axis
32.6 -X
Table IV Static Magnetic Field Applied Distance
Unit
AMSU-A1
Maximum Distance (Inches) Axis
92.56 -X
2.9.5
7. Record on TDS 10 (AE-26151/8B) the completion of scanning of each function generator's
frequency sweep range.
8. If any failure occurs, record the frequency and area at which a failure occurred. Note the
voltage level of the threshold for the failure.
9. Convert the voltage level to the appropriate magnetic field equivalent.





Power on all the test equipment.
Set the power to the current level that generates a 10 gauss field.
Using the EMI test menu on the STE, monitor the test sample for errors as described in
the ATP.





5. Get a printout of the monitored system as the field is applied on each wall, connector,
area, and cables.
6. If any failure occurs, record the malfunction and area at which a failure occurred. Note
the voltage level of the threshold for the failure. Move the radiating loop antenna back
until normal operation returns. Record the new distance of the loop antenna.
7. Convert the voltage level to the appropriate magnetic field equivalent.
8. Record on TDS 11 (AE-26151/SB) the completion of each area probed; i.e., lateral walls,
connectors, and cables, and the distance between the applied field and the items
described.
2.9.6 Test comment
The test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with one exception. All the applied levels
were at 5 cm from the wall of the instrument, connectors, and cables.
2.9.7 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the requirement of Test Method RS01, AC and DC magnetic
fields. The unit did not exhibit any malfunctions or reduction of performance during the conduct of the
test. See Test Data Sheets 10 and 11 (AE-26151/8B).
2.10 Radiated Susceptibility (RS03) test
2.10.1 Purpose of test
This test was performed to demonstrate that the test sample and associated cables are not susceptible to
the radiated electric fields shown in Figure 9.
2.10.2 Date test started
The test began on 1 August 1998.
2.1{}.3 Date test completion
The test was completed on 3 August 1998.
2.10.4 Test procedure
The test procedure specified that the test be conducted as indicated in the following steps:
1. Power on all test equipment and allow a 15 minute warm-up time before continuing.
2. Perform paragraph 3.4.8.4 (AE-2615118B) steps 2 to 5. Allow the instrument to scan for a
30 minute warm-up.
3. Perform steps 4 through 15 for each of the frequency sweep ranges presented in Table
VII of AE-2615118B.
4. Using the test equipment as indicated in Figure 15 of AE-26151/8B, perform a level-
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Once a level is established, ensure that the EOS/AMSU-A data baseline level is as low as
possible.
From the TEST INITIALIZATION menu, select "[13] SCANS TO ACQUIRE." Enter the
number of scans (24 for 90 sec. sweep time or 16 for 60 sec. sweep time).
Select "[16] START DATA ACQUISITION."
Begin frequency sweep for 14 kHz to 30 MHz. Monitor the generated electric field.
At the end of the 24 scans the screen will change to the A1 DELTA T and CALIBRATION
ACCURACY menu. From the screen, press "[1] RETURN." The display will prompt "Do
you wish to save data on disk (Y/N)?" Enter N for No.
The STE program will return to the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu. Enter
"[15] SELECT CAL PROCESSING" and press the RETURN KEY. The program will
return to the AMSU-A1 CALIBRATION PROCESS SELECTION menu.
Select "[12] PRINT DISTRIBUTION" to obtain the data plot.
Select "[1] RETURN" to return to the AMSU-A1 TEST INITIALIZATION menu.
After the sweep, verify that the baseline level did not increase beyond the specified
limits.
If the baseline level increased above the limit, repeat the sweep at a lower radiated level
or at a reduced frequency range until the threshold level is determined.
Record the threshold level on TDS 7 (AE-26151/8B).





17. With the frequencyset at 30 MHz, connectthe equipmentas shownin Figure 16(AE-26151/8B).Adjust the output of the power amplifier for 2 volts per meter by




20. Replacethebiconicalantennawith the log-conicalantenna.Adjust theattenuatorto the
amplifierfor 2 voltspermeterfield strengthat 200MHz. Sweepthe frequenciesfrom
200MHzto 1 GHzat this level. If susceptibilityoccurs,reducethe outputpowerand
determinethesusceptibilitythreshold.
21. RecordtheresultsonTDS7 (AE-2615118B).
22. Replacethe log-conicalantennawith the horn antenna, connect the horn antenna to the
appropriate traveling wave tube (TWT), and radiate the electric fields between i GHz
and 18 GHz at a level of 10 volts per meter. If susceptibility occurs between 1 and 2 GHz,
reduce the level to 2 volts per meter and sweep the frequency range again.
23. Adjust the attenuator to the amplifier. Sweep the frequencies from 1GHz to 18 GHz at
this level. If susceptibility occurs, reduce the output power and determine the threshold
level.
24. Record all pertinent information on TDS 7 (AE-2615118B).
25. Perform radiated susceptibility test for both antenna polarities at the two frequencies A
and B presented in Figure 14 (AE-26151/8B).
26. Set the signal generator at frequency A (AE-26151/8B, Figure 14).
27. Increase the signal level until the generated electric field is verified. Plot the spectrum
generator presentation.
28. Sweep through the frequency in a 90-second interval.
29. Verify that the baseline level did not increase beyond the specified limits.
30. Record the test results on TDS 7 (AE-26151/8B).
31. Repeat steps 25 through 30 for the other discrete frequency.
2.10.5 Test comment
This test was conducted in accordance to the above test plan, with no exceptions.
2.10.6 Test results
The AMSU-A1/EOS instrument meets the electric field radiated susceptibility requirements of Test
Method RS03, without exception. No malfunction and/or degradation of performance was noted during
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+ 29V Quiet Bus A Narrow Figure 2
•_ +29V Quiet Bus Rtn A Narrow Figure 2
"_ +29V Noisy Bus A Narrow Figure 2
Narrow+29V Noisy Bus Rtn A
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Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
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+29V Noisy Bus B
Required
Yes
+ 29V Quiet Bus B Narrow Figure 2
+29V Quiet Bus Rtn B Narrow Figure 2
Narrow Figure 2
+29V Noisy Bus Rtn B
+29V Survival Bus B
Narrow
Narrow
Narrow+29V Survival Bus Rtn B
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No. Powerline Port-1 Band Required
Io +29V Quiet Bus A Narrow Figure 2
I ! +29V Quiet Bus A Broad Figure 3
29V Quiet Bus Rtn A
+29V Noisy Bus Rtn A
Narrow Figure 2
17
/3 29V Quiet Bus Rtn A Broad Figure 3
[4 +29V Noisy Bus A Narrow Figure 2
/5" +29V Noisy Bus A Broad Figure 3








Assembly Part No. |3&"_'vo'_-(-D4:(
Serial No. _- o
Shop Order: _""¢O (:_ _-
Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,








TEST DATA SHEET 2 (Sheet 2 of 4)




T'n_ # _ 4 7_G fj. 3
Test Equipment Log
Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration
No. Inventory No. Date Due Date
__-. He 7o" 75-,4- qTq/7 C,,_,_ c,,,t.,J_
Emission Measurements
Plot
No. Powerline Port-1 Band Required
J
/g +29V Survival Bus A Narrow Figure 2
i_/ +29V Survival Bus A Broad Figure 3
4o 29V Survival Bus Rtn A Narrow Figure 2








Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Eo_ // ta._ 5 ,,q-_ t
Assembly Part No. t 3._¢c_"_-t-- £:M I
Serial No. _c,,_










TEST DATA SHEET 2 (Sheet 3 of 4)
CE03 Test (Paragraph 3.4.4.4.2)
Test Equipment Log
Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration
No. Inventory No. Date Due.Date
Emission Measurements
Plot
No. Powerline Port-1 Band
+29V Noisy Bus Rtn B
Required
Figure 2+29V Quiet Bus B Narrow
+29V Quiet Bus B Broad Figure 3
29V Quiet Bus Rtn B Narrow Figure 2
29V Quiet Bus Rtn B Broad Figure 3
+29V Noisy Bus B Narrow Figure 2
+29V Noisy Bus B Broad Figure 3
Narrow









Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Assembly Part No. f_3_;'-6o_- k er_.,vf!
Se,aJNo. 1"Y--
ShopOrder: _--6"o_ C '?'
Siqnature/Date
Engineer:. -- -,_'.__ - ,_o _Z_h








Test Setup Verified: /v//./
(Signature)
TEST DATA SHEET 2 (Sheet 4 of 4)
CE03 Test (Paragraph 3.4.4.4.2)
Test Equipment Log
Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration







Required Emissions within limits?
Comments/
Observations
2 2. +29V Survival Bus B Narrow Figure 2
iVjw.rpa,,,Lns,,,a_ ._;_/,,_./






5_.4- 29V Survival Bus Rtn B Narrow Figure 2
_.5 29V Survival Bus Rtn B Broad Figure 3
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Assembly Part No. / _ q5_-c_'8.- _-e'_ [
Serial No. _ o Z_
Shop Order: _-t_ o _#_ Y
Sianat_e/Date
Engineer: "_//_i _//" - 4Po _/'?,,
nce:





































ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_i 1998 08:51:07
NDUCTED EMISSIONS
9 V QUIET BUS





















































































































































PD t l O ?,,3e i ,_/ 3
_/A_ u - ,,4I
13,5"doDS-/ _ /
T-F ..2¢/._4-///8
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NDUCTED EMISSIONS
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 Ju_l 1998 09:10:38
io/6/-IZ l j
_--0s.//,_5 J-.._ /
aKS I J_ O o _- I _-,_'/I
/d_ ,,.,_ _._.4. 4. 4. Z
NDUCTED EMISSIONS



















































































































































































































































































































































p/oil2 p_:e 2 o:_
Es.s/..W::,:_/-.._/
/ 3,..4-d,_:__ - / _-_'--lVl
$o ,:-d _ _d ?
































_4 0 0 0
0

'309:10:,.,8F4 '=-ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 Ju.1 1_98
INDUCTED EMISSIONS
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 .J_l 1998 09:34:41
NDUCTED EMISSIONS
9 V NOISY BUS
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_l 1998 09:34:41
NDUCTED EMISSIONS
9 V NOISY BUS


























































































































































































































































































































































ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 Ju.t
qDUCTED EMISSIONS
3 V NOISY BUS RETURN
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NDUCTEDEMISSIONS


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TEST DATA SHEET 8 (Sheet 1 of 1)




Test Setup Verified: (_gnature) f
Test Equipment Log
Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration
No. Inventory No. Date Due Date










[ ffoii._ _ 30 to 200 Hz Figure 16 ,¢,/,,-/#_f'_ 41Sz
15_[/b-Z 200 Hz to 20 kHz Figure 16 p/_,_l/S-_ _/_r'2
t,_ll//5 _ 20 kHz to 50 kHz Figure 16 p/o  ,,_'/_/5._
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Ec ,m/ao,/-_'_-.4/
Assembly Part No. /3_'ccrg.-/-#._1
Serial No. ,._O ._.
Shop Order: 5--Co Fd
OperatorS, _'_t
Siq_t_,_Ibate
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"7 0 degrees C), _ See 3.4.11.2
30 degrees O z./_ See 3.4.11.2






































Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
* Relative to instrument connector side.
Assembly Part No. /._5"/_C._3_'-J-_P'((
Serial No. 20_
Shop Order: S(=_ _0/_c/ Operator: Q
Siqnature/Date
Engin ee r:_ _ _.f_.../2//'-_ r/9_
QualityAssurance: i_ __o_,_ C _'/_,_
Customer Rep: _ _'-_/-_
A-36
V
TEST DATA SHEET 9 (Sheet 2 of 3)





10 inches above mid heighl
Step Direction*






Mag field within limits?
Yes No
7 0 degrees O, _ c_ See 3.4.11.2 J
_- 30 degrees O _ __2 See 3.4.11.2 "_
_- 60 degrees O, L/,2. See 3.4.11.2 J
_ 90 degrees O,/_ See 3.4.11.2 '_
3 120 degrees O= _ _. See 3.4.11.2
2. 150 degrees C o J."f See 3.4.11.2 .,//
! 180 degrees O,, _ _ See 3.4.11.2 .,/
[ _2. 210 degrees O ; J3 See 3.4.11.2 ,_
i / 240 degrees O = i_ See 3.4.11.2 -J/"
i C_ 270 degrees (.3_ / _, See 3.4.11.2




Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.





TEST DATA SHEET 9 (Sheet 3 of 3)
RE04 Test (Paragraph 3.4.11.4)
Test Setup Verified:
(Signature)












30 degrees O.- 05- See 3.4.11.2
60 degrees O, O_ See 3.4.11.2
90 degrees O.- O _" See 3.4.11.2
120 degrees _ o O i See 3.4.11.2
! / 150 degrees See 3.4.11.2
i ;2 180 degrees G, _ 5_ See 3.4.11.2
See 3.4.11.2
330 degrees
240 degrees See 3.4.11.2
3 270 degrees C). _ _ See 3.4.11.2
300 degrees O_/_ See 3.4.11.2
5" O_ 05"- See 3.4.11.2















Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.







TEST DATA SHEET 9 (Sheet 1 of 3)
RE04 Test (Paragraph 3.4.11.4)
(Sign&ur ---














0 degrees (5 ,q(., See 3.4.11.2
7 30 degrees O.S._ See 3.4.11.2
$' 60 degrees _,'" z/'3 See 3.4.11.2
See 3.4.11.2
/ c 120 degrees O ._ / See 3.4.11.2
It 150 degrees (3 ,.3.5- See 3.4.11.2
i 5_ See 3.4.11.2180 degrees
O,3 
210 degrees See 3.4.11.2
,2 240 degrees t.b, ,3z-/ See 3.4.11.2
270 degrees _- _-'_7 See 3.4.11.2
300 degrees See 3.4.11.2
,.5_ 330 degrees _ --5 ? See 3.4.11.2













Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
* Relative to instrument connector side.
• a-c /4/vgoa-I
Assembly Part No. [ _5[a0[3_-l-,_J"fl
Serial NO. .-_ 0Q.
Shop Order: _" 60 _ 57 Operator: ®
Siqnature/Date
Quality Assurance: \'_'J q/_ [cl g 6e., _RK"_




TEST DATA SHEET 9 (Sheet 2 of 3)





























¢...)._ z../ See 3.4.1
O, i 3 See 3.4.1
O - D5 See 3.4.1
(3. O_ See 3.4.1
O. /_- See 3.4.1
O, 0 3' See 3.4.1










300 degrees See 3.4.11.2
330 degrees See 3.4.11.2














Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.






TEST DATA SHEET 9 (Sheet 3 of 3)
RE04 Test (Paragraph 3.4.11.4)
(Signature)





































16: 270 degrees O, ,,_/ See 3.4.11.2
300 degrees O_ ,,_z/, See 3.4.11.2
330 degrees O, 2,5_ See 3.4.11.2
















Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
* Relative to instrument connector side.
A-38
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]NDUCTED EMISSIONS
!9V SURVIVAL HEATER A
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qDUCTED EMISSIONS
































































































































































































































































































































































:ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_l
JNDUCTED EMISSIONS
19V SURVIVAL HEATER A RETURN
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 JEI 1998 10:31:40
_4DUCTED EMISSIONS
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 Jut 1998 10:59:30
NDUCTED EMISSIONS
9V SURVIVAL HEATER B
AKS FOUND ABOVE 10dB_A




















































P/ ,P.22 / o/"s
/,.e_4-_ oo _- / _------I_/
_EyAI.2. 0 2_
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:9V SURVIVAL HEATER B
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 ,Jut 1998 12:28:44
NDUCTED EMISSIONS
9V SURVIVAL HEATER B RETURN
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30 Ju[ 1998:ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
INDUCTED EMISSIONS
9V SURVIVAL HEATER B RETURN
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ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_t 1998 !3:21:45
• MIL-STD 461B--PART 2 (AIRCRAFT)
1.6 CE-03 -- 15kHz to 50 MHz (461C)
iDUCTED EMISSIONS NARM CAL
9V QUIET BUS A
_KS FOUND ABOVE lOdBLuq
qK# FREQ (Hz) AMPL(dBmq)
1 33.5E+03 17
-_ 46.6E+03 13














5 10. 5E+04 49
7 I 1 . 1E+04 13
11 3E+04 13:J •
3 11 . 7E+04 11
] 12.0E+04 19
! 12.2E+04 28
-_° 12 .7E+04 12
J_ 21 . OE+04 45
4 31.4E+04 28










S 31 .6E+06 12
_-OS/ _-IklSd - .¢ /
6"/'/M 2 o _































ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_l 1998 i3:21:45
• MIL-STD 461B--PART 2 (AIRCRAFT)
1,6 CE-03 -- 15kHz to 50 MHz (461C)
NDUCTED EMISSIONS WARM CAL
9V QUIET BUS A
AKS FOUND ABOVE 50dBu_q/MHz





































/J_4_dO0 _- / _/
,5"O _-d o e d _
:ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_l 1998 14:02:39
. MIL-STD 461B--PART 2 (AIRCRAFT)
!.6 CE-03 -- 15#Hz to 50 MHz (461C)
NDUCTED EMISSIONS NARM CAL
:gV QUIET BUS A RETURN
AKS FOUND ABOVE lOdBu_q





































ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_l 1998 14:02:39
• MIL-STD 4GIB--PART 2 (AIRCRAFT)
l.G CE-03 -- 15_Hz to 50 MHz (4GiC)
NDUCTED EMISSIONS WARM CAL
9V QUIET BUS A RETURN





















































































































































































£ROJET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 30 J_l 1998
i. MIL-STD 461B--PART 2 (AIRCRAFT)
1.6 CE-03 -- 15kHz to 50 MHz (4GIC)
14:02:39
]NDUCTED EMISSIONS NARM CAL
19V QUIET BUS A RETURN



























































































































TEST SETUP TABLE PG 1 OF 6




















CURRENT PROBE 91550-2B S/N 774
CURRENT PROBE 91550-2B S/N 774
CURRENT PROBE 91550-2B S/N 774*
CURRENT PROBE 91550-2B S/N 774*
,EOs//A,_S_ -.,4'/
/_o_Dg- I _/I





















RANGE I: .010 TO .2 MHz

















PG 3 OF G
NARROWBAND BROADBAND









1 same as NB
1 same as NB
MESSAGE
CONNECT CURRENT PROBE TO 28 dB GAIN INPT
151/z 
3.4. z







QP Bandwidth (Hz) BYPASS
SA Res Band_ (Hz) 300
Video Bandw. (Hz) 3000
Ref. Level (dBuV) I00
Int. Atten. (dB) 20
Ext. Atten. (dB) 0
NO. OF SETUPS I
NO. SWEEPS/SETUP 1
FIRST SETUP
Msg, Sub, Cont int[e





















QP Bandwidth (Hz) BYPASS
SA Res Bandw (Hz) 3000
Video Bandw. (Hz) 30000
Ref. Level (dB_V) 90
Int. Atten. (dB) 20
Ext. Atten. (dB) 0

























QP Bandwidth (Hz> BYPASS
SA Res Bandw (Hz) 30000
Video Bandw. (Hz) 300000
Ref. Level (dBmV) 90
Int. Atten. (dB> 20
Ext. Atten. (dB) 0
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Inventory No. Date Due Date












ITEST DATA SHEET 3 (Sheet 2 of 2)
RE02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.5.4)






No. Antenna/Frequency Band Required Emissions within limits?
Comments/
Observations
Rod/BiconicaVLog Narrow Figure 5
14 kHz to 1 GHz _-"--7_,_',#O°(f'-]_b"
Rod/Biconical/Log Broad Figure 6
14 kHz to 1 GHz
. Biconical Antenna Narrow Figure 5
30_--Iz to 200_z Vert/Horz
Biconical Antenna Broad Figure 6
30_--Iz to 200N_"IzVert/Horz
Log Conical Antenna Narrow Figure 5
200fl--Iz to 1 GHz
Log C_nical Antenna Broad Figure 6
2005Hz to I GHz
Horn: 1 GHz to 18 GHz Narrow Figure 5
Horn: 1 GHz to 18 GHz Broad Figure 6 _A_ _ o_>t_g)g ",
Special Frequency Horn: Narrow -130
6.800 GHz _+100 MHz dBm
Special Frequency Horn: Narrow -130
10.650 GHz +_50 MHz dBm
Special Frequency Horn: Narrow -126
















23,800 GHz _+200 MHz
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
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EMCO 3301 - ACTIVE MONOPOLE
EMCO 3301 - ACTIVE MONOPOLE
E-M BIA-25 - BICONICAL @ Im
E-M LCA-25 - LOG SPIRAL @ Im














































1 same as NB
1 same as NB
MESSAGE
CONNECT EMCO 330l HP8447F 28 dB INPUT







QP Bandwidth (Hz) BYPASS
SA Res Bandw (Hz) 3E3
Video Bandw. <Hz) 30000
Re{. Le,,el (dB_V) I00
Int. Atten. (dB) 20
Ext. Atten. (dB) 0




























































CONNECT BICON ANTI8447F(FULL GAIN)



























1 same as NB
1 same as NB
MESSAGE















































































TRANSDUCER TITLE E-M BIA-25 - BICONICAL
SIGN OF TRANSDUCER PLUS


























































































































































































TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet I of 6)














,1'- ,,3 - _'8
,AZb,_..
4 -/ - _'?
Susceptibility to Iniected Electromaqnetic Enerqy on Power Leads, 30 hz to 50 kHz






30 Hz _. _" Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz 0,5 Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz 0 ,,._" Sine


















*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Sionatu_ate I
.z,, i I
Assembly Part No./35"C=Dc_-/=--)_/ Engineer:. ..... " z_,_ ,_1j





TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet 2 of 6)
CS01 Test (Paragraph 3.4.6.4)






30 Hz o. S" Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz Sine
cF,_
1500 Hz to 10 kHz













Figure 8 _,9.5E -_/_ To-:°/_=_ _/"
Figure 8 To 9_,
Figure 8
Figure 8




30 Hz "7, o
30 Hz to 1500 Hz -7- 3

































30 Hz 7. _ Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz Sine



















TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet 3 of 6)
CS01 Test (Paragraph 3.4.6.4)







30 Hz 3. o Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz 3. ,_ Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz 3, _ Sine


































30 Hz to 1500 Hz _.._ Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz Sine
























TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet 4 of 6)
CS01 Test (Paragraph 3.4.6.4)
AE-26151/SA
17 June 1998






30 Hz _,5 Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz o,,.,_f- Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz Sine











Figure 8 _=.___,_,z 7",d_t.
Figure 8 >'_ 85
Figure 8 T_Sd.,
Figure 8 7_ 87
*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
E-o_.//,,4M S/./- ,,4.f
Assembly Part No. [ 35_'_o_- I- E,_,4/
Serial No. ._ 0,2
Shop Order: _"-m_'o _'_ _
Siqnat_ate
_ . ,,
t-ngmeer: ,_c._;_,,rt- _____ - _,_._
Quality Assuranc._e.X_.Xctr_:) _0_ _ _ "_
->, ..
Operator: t4_8)t__ /7-.7",_'_" _,f"




TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet 5 of 6)
CS01 Test (Paragraph 3.4.6.4)






30 Hz _. _ Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz =.,SZ Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz 0.63 Sine

























30 Hz _ _ Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz 7,2. Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz _ I¢ Sine
























30 Hz to 1500 Hz 7. "Z Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz ,S.o Sine











Figure 8 _-¢&._. /4.'27
Figure 8 /_:il
Figure 8 /_: _




TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet 6 of 6)
CS01 Test (Paragraph 3.4.6.4)
+31V Survival Bus A (Terminal 9 on B/O Box)
Frequency Range






30 Hz 3. _) Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz 8. ,:.q. Sine
Sine
10 kHz to 50 kHz Sine
+31V Survival Bus Rtn A (Terminal 10 on B/O Box)
Test Signal Type
Frequency Range Level or Waveform
V,_i-'r'3
30 Hz ;_, C_ Sine
30 Hz to 1500 Hz :_, _ Sine
1500 Hz to 10 kHz c_. _ Sine


































TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet l of 6) _ee%_ee_ _I L¢ %_'_






Susceptibility to Iniected Electromaqnetic Ener.qy on Power Leads, 30 hz to 50 kHz







30 Hz to 1500 Hz Sine _\
1500 Hz to 10 kHz
10 kHz to 50 kHz
Sin V




*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Assembly Part No. /_3"_ V'-/-_/'/._
Serial No. _ 9.
Shop Order. 5(-_ _'6 _r
Siqnature/Date
Quality Assurance:




TEST DATA SHEET 4 (Sheet 4 of 6)
CS01 Test (Paragraph 3.4.6.4)
Q._p, _ _.6(._ AE-26151/SA17 June 1998





30 Hz to 1500 Hz Oo _" _/
1500 Hz to 10 kHz __, 5 _r


















Figure 8 -'_-_ I."_ I
Figure 8 -_C.> L'_ :3-..
Figure 8
*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
n
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Siqnature/Date
Assembly Part No. 13T_;(:_ _-I-IZJ_l{ Engineer:. _,yf'c_^%4,'.F_v_ //--c/7
7-31-
Serial No. _C5"9, OualityAssurance:_
Shop Order:. _6 o<;((_ _ Operator: _.]_)_ "7





TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 1 of 14)




Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration








q 6 z 7 ,7
4-/- y,z
r3-13_F,¢
# ,'__ .4.zzl_, ,_Z_,D-£. q//]/f_
f /_ " zS/_/_Jusceptibility to ,E._-7g"_-- _'_P / Z,.7 o _'_',.¢ 7 #_-/-£-Y_
.. rejected Electromagnetic Enerqy on Power Leads.






























*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
_"-D.S'/_/.-_-Z,S -._J
Assembly Part No./J,:_O_Z_-. z'E7_.'//
Serial No. ,,_z'._Z.
Shop Order: 0"_ 0,_ _'_
E ngi ne e r__'___" a___.__.._.o_z_ ,_4
Operator: __.-_. __--:¢__" .'_/_
®
A-16
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 2 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
AE-261511SA
17 June 1998






1 MHz to 5 MHz _.-_ Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz 8,,,_ Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz ,_.3 Sine
20 MHz to 50 MHz 8'.4. Sine
+27V Quiet Bus A
Test Signal Type
Frequency Range Level or Waveform
50 MHz to 1O0 MHz ,.,_,_ Sine
100 MHz to 200 MHz ,L# _,
200 MHz to 300 MHz ._. _"









50 kHz to 100 kHz o.5"q
100 kHz to 500 kHz Z_r5_,




























Figure 8 7"/,_ 7
Figure 8 7"/_.D@-
Figure 8 T/D ,_
Figure 8 2"Z/_
Spec Limit Comments/
Criteria Obs e rvations














+27V Quiet Bus Rtn A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 3 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
Frequency Range
1 MHz to 5 MHz
5 MHz to 10 MHz
10 MHz to 20 MHz































+27V Quiet Bus Rtn A
Frequency Range
50 MHz to 100 MHz
100 MHz to 200 MHz
200 MHz to 300 MHz












+27V Noisy Bus A (Terminal 5
Frequency Range
50 kHz
50 kHzto 100 kHz
100 kHzto 500 kHz


















































+27V Noisy Bus A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 4 of 14)








1 MHz to 5 MHz Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz 3.Z Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz Sine

























50 MHz to 100 MHz Sine
100 MHz to 200 MHz 3.5" Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz 3, / Sine


















+27V Noisy Bus Rtn A (Terminal 7 on B/O Box)
Test Signal Type
Frequency Range Level or Waveform
v_z T._
50 kHz 3. o Sine
50 kHz to 100 kHz _'. _ Sine
100 kHz to 500 kHz 3.z_ Sine



















+27V Noisy Bus Rtn A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 5 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
Frequency Range
1 MHzto5MHz
5 MHzto 10 MHz



























+27V Noisy Bus Rtn A
Frequency Range




100 MHz to 200 MHz
200 MHz to 300 MHz _ "7
















Figure 8 2 o .",_._,
Figure 8 .2/_ _/
Figure 8
Figure 8
+27V Survival Bus A (Terminal 9 on B/O Box)
Frequency Range
50 kHz




100 kHz to 500 kHz


























/TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 6 of 14)








Signal Type Limit Factor*
or Waveform
ST EL
1 MHz to 5 MHz ._, ,_. Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz _, [ Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz 3,3 Sine















+27V Survival Bus A
Frequency Range






Sine100 MHz to 200 MHz
200 MHz to 300 MHz 5, _ Sine


















50 kHz 5. o
50 kHz to 100 kHz ,_,i
100 kHz to 500 kHz
























+27V Survival Bus Rtn A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 7 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
Frequency Range







5 MHz to 10 MHz Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz 3 _ ] Sine















+27V Survival Bus Rtn A
Test Signal Type
Frequency Range Level or Waveform
50 MHz to 100 MHz ,3, 3 Sine
100 MHz to 200 MHz Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz
























TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 8 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
+31V Quiet Bus A
Frequency Range
50 kHz
50 kHz to 100 kHz
100 kHz to 500 kHz

























"ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit s"l_=.5"v':-p
7-6.57 C a UU /-.._,,.:/t-.r.Ill?:
/°i_'. rAe# :',:_ 713
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
Assembly Part No. /JS_-Z _-Tv/
Serial No. _.D2-
Shop Order:. ,.b'_¢O,_6 _"
Siqnature_Date
Quality Assuranb __._---$1i ,:
\
Operator: _ _-'Z__'_ "Q_TIf
/ .... i
CustomerRep.:Q /£_....J...£_,,' _': _ i





+31V Quiet Bus A
TEST DATA SHEET S (Sheet 9 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
Frequency Range
1 MHz to 5 MHz
5 MHzto 10 MHz
10 MHz to 20 MHz



























+31V Quiet Bus A
Frequency Range
50 MHzto 100 MHz
100 MHz to 200 MHz
200 MHz to 300 MHz









+31V Quiet Bus Rtn A
Limit Factor*



















50 kHz 0.._- Sine
50 kHz to 100 kHz O, __ Sine
100 kHz to 500 kHz O. 5zZ ' Sine

















+31V Quiet Bus Rtn A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 10 of 14)











5 MHz to 10 MHz Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz .._,, / Sine















+31V Quiet Bus Rtn A
Frequency Range
50 MHz to 100 MHz
100 MHz to 200 MHz
200 MHz to 300 MHz




























100 kHzto 500 kHz
SignaIType
or Waveform
50 kHz _, o Sine
50 kHz to 100 kHz L_, /' Sine
Sine




















TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 11 of 14)






1 MHz to 5 MHz 3./ Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz ._, / Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz Z,. _ Sine












Figure 8 ,7. ,7./3"6
Figure 8 .22 _,""y'O
, Figure 8 _-.2- ._._-o
Figure 8 _.2 .',.5- 5-







50 MHz to 100 MHz 3..B Sine
100 MHz to 200 MHz C_, _ Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz _, O Sine

















Figure 8 _- 3' ._
Figure 8
+31V Noisy Bus Rtn A
Frequency Range
50 kHz
50 kHz to 100 kHz
100 kHz to 500 kHz


















J Figure 8 .23," ._'3
A-26
+31V Noisy Bus Rtn A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 12 of 14)





5 MHzto 10 MHz
10 MHz to 20 MHz



























+31V Noisy Bus Rtn A
Test Signal Type
Frequency Range Level or Waveform
j £z_'ds
50 MHz to 100 MHz 3, O Sine
100 MHz to 200 MHz 3, _ Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz Sine















+31V Survival Bus A
Test Signal Type
Frequency Range Level or Waveform
v_ LTJ
50 kHz Sine
50 kHz to 100 kHz 3,,7.
3.2.
Sine
100 kHz to 500 kHz Sine


















TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 13 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
Frequency Range







5 MHz to 10 MHz Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz _,/ Sine














+31V Survival Bus A
Frequency Range
50 MHz to 100 MHz
100 MHz to 200 MHz








300 MHz to 400 MHz Sine
+31V Survival Bus Rtn A
Frequency Range
5O kHz
50 kHz to 100 kHz










500 kHz to 1000 kHz Sine
Limit Factor*
































TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 14 of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)







1 MHz to 5 MHz 3,O Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz 3, / Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz 3,/


















+31V Survival Bus Rtn B
Frequency Range








100 MHz to 200 MHz Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz _: z./' Sine



















TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet I of 14)
CS02 Test (Paragraph 3.4.7.4)
-r._¢: n- c, oq 7/_ f'_/-/1
Test Setup Verified: _'--.-_[-- _' #
(Signature)







Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration
No. Inventory No. Date Due Date
Tps z,2_ 2¢,vo "Tq e__/- _',_ q._/-czy
b_ce _ _3-.:,,ccz L,,-/_'-¢z /,,.,,s-_,_"
3-13-ff_32, Z.s-4 r/_ )3-9 g
_3G306 •.£¢-_,2.r.,Z. ,_/_.c-_q2 /-/s-- P'_'





































Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.





_ Jk'_"TE=J,,._T # (2,
+31V Quiet Bus A
TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 8 of 14)








50 kHz to 100 kHz a. 5"2 Sine
100 kHz to 500 kHz o, _ Sine











Figure 8 !81_/,'_#.. fY'
Figure 8 /oo
Figure 8 / _, /
Figure 8 /oZ
*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
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1 MHz to 5 MHz Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz 3.2 Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz Sine





















50 MHz to 100 MHz Sine
100 MHz to 200 MHz -.¢.7 Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz .._.d Sine

























50 kHz to 100 kHz O .53 Sine
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Sine1 MHz to 5 MHz
5 MHz to 10 MHz 3, I Sine
[,, 10 MHz to 20 MHz 3.5 Sine
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Figure 8
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100 MHZ to 200 MHz 3. / Sine
200 MHz to 300 MHz Sine
























50 kHzto 100 kHz ,Y.2. Sine
100 kHz to 500 kHz ,£.3 Sine
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1 MHz to 5 MHz Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz 3.3 Sine
3.4-
10 MHz to 20 MHz
20 MHz to 50 MHz
Sine
Sine
+31V Noisy Bus A
Limit Factor*
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Frequency Range
50 MHz to 100 MHz
100 MHz to 200 MHz









300 MHz to 400 MHz _ o2. Sine
Limit Factor*
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100 kHz to 500 kHz Sine
500 kHz to 1000 kHz 3.2. Sine
Limit Factor*
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1 MHz to 5 MHz Sine
5 MHz to 10 MHz 3,,4 Sine
10 MHz to 20 MHz 3.2- Sine
20 MHz to 50 MHz ..R._" Sine
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50 kHz Sine
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*ST = Susceptibility Threshold, EL = Equipment Limit, SL = Specification Limit
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30 Hz to 360 Hz
360 Hz to 2000 Hz
2 kHz to 4 kHz
4 kHz to 8 kHz
' 8 kHz to 10 kHz
I
I 10 kHz to 50 kHz










































Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
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Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration
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test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
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Test Equipment Log
Item Manufacturer Model/Part Aerojet Calibration Calibration,
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Note: Attach all backup data generated during the test (photos, printouts, plots,
test logs, additional comments or observations, etc.) to this data sheet.
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